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In truth there are two unions in Sakuntala; and the
motif of the play is the progress from the earlier union
of the First Act, with its earthly unstable beauty and
romance, to the higher union in the heavenly hermitage
of eternal bliss described in the last Act. This drama
was meant not for dealing with a particular passion, not
for developing a particular character, but for translating
the whole subject from one world to another—to elevate
love from the sphere of physical beauty to the eternal
heaven of moral beauty.
With the greatest ease Kalidas has effected thi<
junction of earth with heaven. His earth so naturall]
passes into heaven that we do not mark the boundary
line between the two. In the First Act the poet has no
concealed the gross earthiness of the fall of Sakuntala
he has clearly shown, in the conduct of the hero anc
heroine alike, how much desire contributed to that fall
He has fully painted all the blandishments, playfulness
and fluttering of the intoxicating sense of youth, th<
struggle between deep bashfulness and strong self
expression. This is a proof of the simplicity of Sakuntala
she was not prepared beforehand for the outburst o
passion which the occasion of Dushyanta's visit calle<
forth. Hence she had not learned how to restrain herself
how to hide her feelings. Sakuntala had not knowj
Cupid before; hence her heart was bare of armour, an<
she could not distrust either the sentiment of love or th
character of the lover. The daughter of the hermitag
was off her guard, just as the deer there knew not fear.
Dushyanta's conquest of Sakuntala has been ver
naturally drawn. With equal ease has the poee showj
the deeper purity of her character in spite ^f her fall—

